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Li . . . we're never 
going to be as safe as 
we want to be until so-
ciety changes." 
- WSU President 
Darrell Krueger 
KQAL not eligible 
for activity funding 
y Steve McFarland 
ews Reporter 
KQAL-FM will not receive 
money from the student activity 
fund this year, says Winona State 
University President Darrell 
Krueger. 
The radio station's budget has 
traditionally been funded by the 
university directly, never by the 
student activity fund. 
For the 1996-97 school year 
KQAL received $115,194 from 
university funding. 
Ajit Daniel, KQAL general man-
ager, says that this is sufficient to 
cover the station's expenses as an 
academic unit, but it doesn't ac-
count for the station's role as a 
student activity. 
The station's payroll has 12 stu-
dent managers making a total of 
$15,434 per year. 
In their proposal to the Aca-
demic Affairs Committee the sta- 
tion requested $15,434 from the 
$1.2 million student activity bud-
get. 
On Jan. 22 student senate ap-
proved this proposal by a 16-7-2 
vote. 
Senate President Scott Kluver 
sent the senate's recommendation 
to Krueger who rejected it. 
Krueger says, "For me it was a 
question of deficit spending, and 
that I was told the money wasn't 
really needed for this year. The real 
issue is for next year, and that deci-
sion has yet to be made." 
Daniel says this problem is not 
unique to this year. 
"It's an ongoing problem every 
year," says Daniel. "It takes away 
time and energy from the students, 
the department chairperson and the 
dean. It' s,a lose/lose situation." 
He also says that the student 
managers have gotten paid every 
See KQAL, page 2 
ALL IN A DAYS WORK 
Jett Multinger/statt photographer 
A Winona Firefighter battles a fire that started Wednesday afternoon at the Amethyst House, 428 W. Broadway. The cause of 
the fire was an unattended cigarette. No one was hurt. 
FOR SEDENTY-FWE VERBS 
Lllinon an Established 1922 
Wednesday, April 2, 1997 
Campus forum 
Does music affect or 
alter the way you 
are? 
BRARY 
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How to fly 
Confessions of a 
dancer (and a cheer-
leader too). 
Vol. 75-Issue 16 
In Sports 
WSU baseball fin-
ishes 3-2 in round-
robin tournament. 
Chris Popp, Warrior 
of the Week. 
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Rape victim files claim New health 
budget 
proposed 
, By Chris Drago 
Managing Editor 
Negotiations currently are underway between the at-
torney general's office and the attorney for a former 
Winona State University student to possibly reach an out-
of-court settlement regarding the student's Notice of 
Claim filed more than a year ago with 
the attorney general's office. 
The former student, the victim of 
a stranger rape in October of 1995, 
alleges in her Notice of Claim that 
Winona State was negligent and care-
less because it did not provide ad-
equate lighting and security in the 
parking lot of Sheehan Hall where 
she was beaten and raped. 
The Notice of Claim states, "The 
rape and sexual assault upon (the vic-
tim) and the injuries resulting there-
from, were a direct and proximate 
result of the negligent and careless 
manner in which Winona State University operated and 
maintained its premises on the campus of Winona State 
University. Specific instances of such negligence and 
carelessness... include the failure to provide adequate 
lighting and security in the parking lot of Sheehan Hall." 
Attorneys from both sides are trying to settle the claim 
through a process of mediation and arbitration called 
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR). 
The attorneys, Ken Kohnstamm of the attorney 
general's office and John Borman, representing the vic-
tim, have 90 days in which to hammer out a settlement. 
If arbitration and mediation fail, the woman has the 
option of pursuing a civil lawsuit in which the state of 
Minnesota would become the defendant. Because WSU 
is claims of this nature usually are made 
against the state and the attorney 
general's office handles them. 
"A trial could be very hard for the 
plaintiff," Kohnstamm said. "For the 
university, there could be some risk 
also, because sometimes in cases like 
this there may be sympathy for the 
injured party whether or not the state 
is at fault." 
The student's Notice of Claim 
claims damages in excess of $200,000. 
State law limits claims against the 
state to $200,000. 
The notice also includes that, "As a 
result of her injuries (the victim) has 
experienced great pain and mental anguish, and her 
capacity to enjoy life and to participate in her normal 
activities have been reduced, and will be so in the future." 
Borman included in the notice an itemized list of 
expenses incurred by the victim as a direct result of the 
incident. 
See Lawsuit, page 3 
a st te entity,
Jackie Jedynak/Photo Editor 
October 15,1995 a female WSU student was sexually assaulted 
near this parking lot located across from Sheehan hall. The 
student is now taking legal action against the university. 
By Amanda Samuelson 
News Reporter 
The Winona State University stu-
dent senate has approved a Health 
Services Budget Proposal which 
would trim the Health Services bud-
get and offer more hours of service. 
The Winona State Health Services 
currently contracts medical service 
from the Winona Clinic for 19 hours 
a week. These employees are paid 
$91 an hour for 33 weeks, at a total 
cost of $57,000. 
With the proposal, Winona Clinic 
employees would work for only three 
hours a week at $91 an hour for 33 
weeks, which would cost WSU 
$9,000. A private physician would 
also be hired for six hours a week for 
33 weeks, which would cost $16,000. 
Finally, nurse practitioners from the 
department of nursing would be 
brought in for 12 hours a week at $45 
see Budget, page 3 
MeiSCUChaticellor takes new job 
Judith S. Eaton, Chancellor of the 
Minnesota State Colleges and Uni-
versities (MnSCU), today announced 
her appointment as president of the 
Council for Higher Education Ac-
creditation (CHEA), a Washington, 
D.C. based association that coordi-
nates college and university accredi-
tation efforts throughout the country. 
In her resignation letter to the 
MnSCU Board of Trustees, Eaton 
said, "I appreciate the confidence, 
help and support that I have received 
By Jeff Kocur 
News Editor 
Winona State University admin-
istration met with the executive board 
of the student senate March 25 to 
discuss the tuition rate at Winona 
State next year. 
The administration presented the 
executive board with a proposed five 
percent increase of the base tuition 
rate at WSU. The increase would not 
affect students who qualify for reci- 
during my tenure as chancellor. To-
gether we have made great progress 
in moving MnSCU forward." 
Bill Ulland, chair of the Board of 
Trustees, expressed his appreciation 
to Chancellor Eaton for the work she 
has done. 
"Judith Eaton has led the develop-
ment of our new strategic plan, estab-
lished a firm fiscal foundation for 
MnSCU, created a new and dynamic 
management culture and most of all, 
she has set a tone for MnSCU of 
procity, because those students pay 
what a similar education would cost 
in their own state. 
This year WSU has a two percent 
surcharge above the base tuition rate 
which will be dropped next year, 
meaning the proposed five percent 
base increase would be a three per-
cent increase over what students pay 
this year. 
WSU President Darrell Krueger 
said WSU needs a tuition increase to 
keep up with inflation and to main- 
`putting students first.'" 
Eaton became MnSCU' s first per-
manent chancellor in August 1995. 
Her achievements have included or-
ganizing and providing leadership to 
the newly merged system of Minne-
sota higher education, creating a stra-
tegic vision for MnSCU, consolidat-
ing community and technical col-
leges into 11 comprehensive colleges 
and universities, and proposing a leg-
islative agenda that should result in a 
funding increase for MnSCU. 
taro current services. He added we 
have the lowest tuition rate of all the 
universities in the Minnesota State 
Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) 
system. 
These numbers are not set in stone. 
The student senate will gather feed-
back from students on the rates and 
take the information back to the presi-
dent to come up with a final tuition 
rate for next year. 
"We must work in cooperation 
with the students," said Krueger "Stu- 
Eaton's resignation is effective 
August 1, 1997. She will assume the 
CHEA presidency in September 
1997. 
MnSCU serves approximately 
145,000 students at 53 campuses 
around the state. The system includes 
state universities, community col-
leges, technical colleges and corn-
prehensive community and technical 
colleges. 
dents have been very good to us, and 
we are serious about what is best for 
the university and students." 
WSU Student Senate President 
Scott Kluver would like to have more 
information on things like what would 
be cut if WSU does not have a tuition 
increase before the the student senate 
makes a formal presentation to the 
students. 
"Students are sick of tuition in- 
see Tuition, page 2 
WSU tuition may increase for fall 
Thefts occurring in 
Prentiss Hall rooms 
By Chris Mashak 
News Editor 
Prentiss Hall residents would be 
well-advised to lock their doors when 
leaving their rooms, even if it is only 
for a few minutes. 
According to Don Walski, Winona 
State University's *head of security, 
residents have reported several thefts 
over the course of the last five weeks. 
Stolen items range from CD-players, 
CD's and tape decks to radar detec-
tors and books. 
Walski said the one thing most of 
the cases have in common is the resi-
dents only left their rooms for "five to 
ten minutes." 
In one incident, a resident entered 
his room and discovered two Afri-
can-American males in their late-
teens/early twenties. Walski said the 
resident asked them what they were  
doing in his room and they replied 
that they needed to use a telephone to 
call the registrar's office. 
The resident allowed them to use 
his phone. After they left, he discov-
ered some items were missing from 
his room. 
The incident occurred between 
3:30 and 4:00 p.m. 
Because of the Prentiss thefts and 
similar incidents around campus, 
Walski is hoping to begin a program 
similar to Neighborhood Watch be-
ginning in the '97-'98 academic 
year. Walski said the program would 
consist of short training sessions in 
crime intervention. 
. Walski would like to run the 
program through the floor meetings 
in each dorm, with the approval of 
the hall directors. 
There are no leads on the Prentiss 
thefts at this time. 
News Briefs  
Club Budget Hearings 
Where: Conference Room 127 and Dining Room G (East Cafe) 
When: Thursday, April 10, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (Conference Room 
127) 
Saturday, April 12, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. (Conference Room 
127) 
Monday, April 14, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (Dining Room G) 
Tuesday, April 15, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (Dining Room G) 
Sign up for your time slot in the student senate office now. 
Meetings: The Bane Of Our Existence 
The Teams Council is offering a short workshop, "How to Run More 
Effective Meetings," today from noon to 12:40 p.m. in Dining Room B. 
(Feel free to bring your own lunch.) The workshop will be repeated on 
Tuesday, April 8, from 8 a.m. to 8:40 a.m. (Same place. Feel free to bring 
your breakfast.) 
The workshop will introduce you to computer-generated agendas, 
explain the ground rules for running meetings using facilitators, timekeep-
ers and note takers, and discuss how to evaluate a meeting and prepare for 
future meetings. All faculty, staff and students are welcome. No registra-
tion is necessary. For more information, contact Jean Leicester (ext. 5654 
or jleicester@vax2.winona.msus.edu) or Nancy Kay Peterson (ext. 5519 
or npeterson@winona.msus.edu ). 
Game-A-Thon 
The Role Playing Special Interest Group of Winona is presenting its 
Sixth Annual Charity "Game-A-Thon" to benefit early childhood and 
family education of Winona. 
The event runs from 11 a.m. on Saturday, April 12, until 11 a.m. on 
Sunday, April 13, at Holzinger Lodge in Winona. 
For more information, send a self-addressed stamped envelope to: 
Game-A-Thon, do Richard Schreiber/717 West Broadway, Apt. #1/ 
Winona, MN 55987-5136. You may also call 453-0724 and leave voice 
mail in box 44. 
To request information by e-mail, send to either: 
WINONARPSIG@vax2.winona.msus.edu or 
rschreib @ vax2.winona.msus.edu  
HPER Scholarships 
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Exercise Science scholar-
ship applications are available in the HPER Department Office. Com-
pleted applications must be returned by Wednesday, April 26. 
Treasures Galore Inc. Scholarships 
Four $300 scholarships will be awarded to non-traditional students (24 
years old prior to Jan. 1, 1997) enrolled full-time (12 credit hours) at 
Winona State University. The scholarships are for the 97-98 academic 
year and are for Winona area students only. 
To qualify for a scholarship, students must have a minimum of 12 
credits completed at Winona State by the time of application and have a 3.0 
cumulative grade point average. All majors are eligible. 
Students must send a typed letter of application giving the student's 
name, address and phone number, the student's major, a narrative state-
ment describing honors and awards received, community involvement, 
work experience and career and personal goals, and a statement of what the 
award would mean to the student. Students must also send a copy of their 
WSU transcript and letters of recommendation from at least two WSU 
professors. 
Send applications to: Treasures Galore Scholarship Committee, 860 
41st Avenue, Winona, MN 55987-1757. 
Application deadline is April 21 and selection will be made on or before 
May 5. 
If you have any questions, call 452-3704 or 452-5306. 
March For Parks 
Winona's third annual Earth Day "March for Parks" will be Saturday, 
April 26, at Lake Park Lodge of Lake Winona. 
Winona State University's Environmental Club is hosting the event to 
raise awareness and money through pledges collected by marchers for 
O.L. Kipp and Whitewater State Parks. All funds collected by the walkers 
will go directly to O.L. Kipp and Whitewater State Parks. Immediately 
after the walk, the Winona chapter of AmeriCorps has organized a clean-
up of Lake Winona. 
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. at Lake Park Lodge. The route is 
suitable for wheelchairs and strollers. Pets are welcome. For further 
information or to receive a pledge form, contact Darrell Downs at 457-
5405. 
Educational Communications Scholarship 
College students who are U.S. citizens and have a grade point average 
of "B+" or better are eligible for a $1,000 college scholarship. To receive 
an application, send a request by April 11, 1997, to the Educational 
Communications Scholarship Foundation at 721 North McKinley Road, 
P.O. Box 5012, Lake Forest, IL 60045-5012, fax a request to (847)295-
3972, or e-mail a request to "scholar@ecilf.com". 
All requests for applications must include the student's name, perma-
nent address, city, state, zip code, name of college, approximate GPA and 
year in school during the 1996-97 academic year. 
Applications will be fulfilled by mail only. Thirty-five winners will be 
selected on the basis of academic performance, involvement in extracur-
ricular activities and some consideration for financial need. A total of 
$35,000 will be awarded. 
Invisible Line on Campus 
Fifty students, both men and women, are needed to present The 
Jnvisible Line On Campus. This is a sexual harassment program for First-
Year Student Orientation 1997. 
You will be required to devote 10 hours to attend two meetings during 
spring quarter for training, attend one meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 2 and 
present The Invisible Line On Campus on Wednesday, Sept. 3. 
You will earn $50 for completing the training and presentation. If you 
are interested or would like more information, please contact Autumn 
White at 457-5639 or Robin Delong at 457-5008, or stop by the Affirma-
tive Action Office, Somsen 202. 
Holocaust Memorial Week 
The History Club, in conjunction with the Cultural Diversity Commit-
tee and Amnesty International, is planning a Holocaust Memorial Week 
April 21-25. The week will consist of displays, slide presentations, 
movies, scholars and actual Holocaust survivors. The schedule is now in 
the developmental stage, so keep checking the Winonan for further 
developments. If you have any questions, call Kevin Fox at 453-0653 or 
Jim Tallon at 453-9171. 
BRINGING A NEW MEANING TO MOVING 
Workers for Tri-State Enterprises finish putting the old KWNO house in place Friday morning. 
The house was moved from Fifth and Center to Broadway and Main. 
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FUN - CHALLENGING - REWARDING  
Wisconsin 13crdger Camp 
Positions:  
Counselor, 
Kitchen Staff, 
Activity 
Director, 
and Lifeguard 
A camp for 
individuals with 
developmental 
challenges 
Prairie du 
Chien, WI 
Dates of employment are 
from May 31, thru August 16, 1997 
and include salary plus room and board 
Winonan 
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Local man's 
cattle live in 
glass homes 
Associated Press 
ST. CHARLES, Minn.- Green-
houses are more often associated with 
honeysuckle and hyacinth than Hol-
steins, but Rick Pagel would like to 
change that. 
Pagel lives in Kasson and runs a 
farm construction and repair shop. 
He became interested in greenhouses 
after someone hired him to set one 
up. 
He was so sold on the idea of using 
greenhouses to house cattle that he 
became a dealer for greenhouse manu-
facturer Oehmsen Midwest. 
Greenhouses are cheap to build 
and heat, and the natural light they let 
in makes for a pleasant environment. 
"The number one reason I get calls 
is the cost of them," Pagel said. "A 
greenhouse ends up costing about 
half to three-fourths what a conven-
tional building would." 
A typical greenhouse measures 
30 feet by 80 feet. Such a building 
would cost $4,500 for the frame, $700 
for the plastic coverings and $600 for 
the sun shade. Pagel says the average 
price of a greenhouse can be figured 
as about $800 to $1,000 per cow. He 
said this compares favorably with 
conventional buildings, which can 
cost from $1,200 to $1,500 per cow. 
Charles. Their Holstein calves live in 
a greenhouse bought from Pagel. 
"The environment, especially the 
sunlight, is what I like best," Roth 
said. "You can work in there with 
your coat off (in the winter) as long as 
the sun is out. You also have better 
bedding than you'd have in an en-
closed steel building." 
Tuition 	 
Continued from page 1 
creases and they are becoming cyni-
cal and bitter wondering why we need 
them. They deserve to know the 
reasons," said Kluver. 
Kluver is setting up a meet and 
discuss session with the administra-
tion for April 10. The student senate 
will eventually conduct a survey of 
the student body, hold a student fo-
rum or decide the tuition issue by 
themselves. 
Kluver said if they decide to do a 
student forum, he hopes to get it done, 
as soon as possible. 
Also, next week Krueger will chair 
the first meeting of a statewide com-
mittee to discuss what prinicples tu-
ition should be based on. 
Krueger believes that universities 
should provide the highest quality ' 
education at the lowest possible cost. 
"Education is a public good ...ail 
citizens benefit from a quality educa-
tion," said Krueger. 
But cost is not the only advantage 
to greenhouses. 
"Other benefits are that you get a 
lot of heat out of them in the winter, 
and the sunlight makes it a nicer 
environment," he said. "Also, the hay 
and bedding stays drier." 
Pagel said cattle raised in green-
houses are healthier than those raised 
in conventional buildings, but stud-
ies of such claims are still incom-
plete. 
Greenhouses are also used by pork 
producers. Pagel said he knows of a 
poultry producer who is considering 
housing broilers in a greenhouse. 
Richard Roth and Jamie Mundt 
are partners in a dairy operation in St. 
JUMPING INTO SPRING 
Jackie Jedynak/Photo Editor 
Enjoying the nice spring weather, senior Carl Gillen blocks a 
spike by another WSU student outside Prentiss-Lucas. Many 
students took advantage of last week's above normal 
temperatures. 
Correction 
In last week's story "Race is on 
for WSU senate presidency" the 
Winonan reported incorrectly that 
the grade point requirement for 
candidates is 2.25 when, in fact, 
the minimum G.P.A. requrement 
is 2.5. Also, candidacy applica-
tions for student senate president 
are due on April 1. The Winonan 
stated that applications are avail-
able April 1. The Winonan apolo-
gizes for all errors made. For more 
on this, see the letter on page 4. 
poaching teams were strengthened 
and Russian courts cracked down on 
convicted poachers. 
Hornocker has studied imperiled 
animals for most of his career, in-
cluding lynx in Washington state, 
mountain lions in New Mexico, jag-
uars in Brazil and leopards in south-
em Africa. 
His experience convinces him that 
saving the Siberian tiger requires the 
solid support of local people, and that 
the government has a vested interest 
in encouraging popular support. 
Winonan 
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Changes in alcoholic therapy KQAL 
Continued from page 1 
two weeks and will continue to get 
paid throughout the remainder of this 
year. 
"They'll get paid with what we 
have left for this year, but next year, 
I just don't know," Daniel says. 
Kluver says he has made a con-
tinuing effort to balance the student 
activity budget and this type of re-
quest makes things more difficult. 
The student activity budget cur-
rently distributes money to sports 
clubs, fine arts programs, the Univer-
sity Programming Activities Com-
mittee, the Winonan and other uni-
versity-related programs. 
The budget dedicates $703,279 to 
general groups such as athletic insur-
ance, health services and intramural 
sports. 
As a precedent for their request 
the station cited the student senate 
funding of radio stations at other 
Minnesota schools such as St. Cloud 
and Mankato State Universities. 
Gun-toting 
umpire 
calls game 
Associated Press 
Associated Press 
CENTER CITY, Minn.- Jane tried 
to deal with her alcoholism in her 
own way. She attended Alcoholics 
Anonymous meetings, relying on a 
"higher power" and peer group en-
couragement to stay sober. 
It didn't work. 
"I couldn't do it on my own. I 
needed more support," says Jane, a 
39-year-old suburban Minneapolis 
woman who asked that her real name 
not be used. 
A month at the Hazelden drug and 
alcohol rehab center, a serene, 
wooded setting where she could walk 
the trails, meditate by the lakeshore 
and see deer wandering the grounds, 
seemed perfect. 
But her insurance company 
thought a month in a hospital-based 
program in the city would do just as 
well for about $2,000 less. In the end, 
the insurance company agreed to pay 
the $10,000 cost of the hospital-based 
program and let Jane's family pick 
up the extra $2,000 for Hazelden. 
She was lucky. 
"A lot of people were having prob-
lems figuring out their money," she 
says. "A lot of the insurance compa-
nies wouldn't pay." 
In the age of managed care and 
health maintenance organizations, 
insurance policies determine not only  
standard health care but treatment for 
drug and alcohol abuse as well. 
And that treatment _ where, for 
how long, at what cost _ is changing. 
"Insurance does not look favor-
ably on more intensive treatment ser-
vices," says Jerry Spicer, Hazelden's 
president and chief executive. "There 
has been a loss of several thousand 
treatment beds in the United States. 
That has not been supplemented by 
other programs. Those options are 
simply gone." 
Although the National Clearing-
house for Alcohol and Drug Informa-
tion doesn't keep records on closings 
of rehab centers, experts agree that 
many _ some estimate up to half _ of 
the residential centers around the 
country are no longer in business. 
"There's no question that the cut-
back in insurance coverage is the 
major factor in the closing of treat-
ment centers," says Jeffrey Hon, 
spokesman for the National Council 
on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence 
in New York. 
But there are still plenty of drunks 
and addicts who need help. 
The council estimates that about 
13.8 million Americans have drink-
ing problems. The president's drug 
policy chief estimates that around 12 
million Americans are regular drug 
users. 
The Institute of Medicine has esti- 
mated that substance abuse costs some 
$300 billion a year in direct medical 
expenses, crime and lost productiv-
ity. 
As programs have changed to meet 
the cost demands of managed care, a 
debate has raged over whether treat-
ment is being cut off too soon, mak-
ing relapse more likely. 
"People are being deprived of 
proper care," says Dr. Max Schneider, 
medical director of chemical depen-
dence services at St. Joseph Hospital 
in Orange, Calif., and past president 
of the American Society of Addic-
tion Medicine. 
Around the country, the average 
stay for inpatient treatment dropped 
from 35 to 17 days between 1988 and 
1993, according to Monica Oss, edi-
tor of Open Minds, a newsletter for 
the behavioral health industry. 
Even at Hazelden, which devel-
oped the Minnesota Model of a 28-
day treatment program, stays are get-
ting shorter. And half the Hazelden 
patients pay their own way. Celebrity 
alumni include Liza Minnelli, Natalie 
Cole, Judy Collins, Melanie Griffith, 
Eric Clapton and Kitty Dukakis. 
Proponents of inpatient treatment 
cite studies showing better success 
with lengthy residential programs 
incorporating family members, doc-
tors, nurses, psychologists, chemical 
dependency counselors and clergy. 
Large Siberian tiger may be facing extinction DALLAS, N.C.- A softball game turned into a brawl Saturday night, prompting an umpire to pull out 9 
mm handgun to restore order. 
Gaston County police were search-
ing Sunday for the member of a 
Mocksville softball team who 
punched an umpire in the face and 
ignited the brawl. 
Police said the fight happened 
about 1 p.m. at a Gaston County 
recreational field. It began after the 
player hit a pop-up, then angrily threw 
his bat toward the dugout. The um-
pire behind home plate then ejected 
him, which started an argument. 
Another umpire, Eddie Stewart, 
was punched by a Mocksville player, 
and fighting among several people 
erupted on the field. 
Gaston County police said Chris-
topher Marrow then pulled a hand-
gun out of his car, waving it above his 
head in an effort to protect Stewart. 
The fighting continued for about 
45 minutes. Police said several wit-
ness told them at least two more guns 
were pulled out but police found no 
other guns. 
Marrow, the director of the South-
ern Softball Association of America, 
was cited for bringing a gun onto 
county property. 
Associated Press 
WILLMAR, Minn. - Take a 15-
minute drive south from Walt's Car 
Wash at the busy intersection of 
Willmar Avenue and First Street, and 
you can leave civilization behind by 
about 200 years. 
John Stout does it all the time. The 
drive brings him home. 
Stout, a printer in Willmar, mod-
eled his home after earth-covered 
lodges made by Mandan Indians in 
North Dakota. 
Stout stayed quite comfortable 
during the brutal winter thanks to the 
ingenuity of the Mandan design. 
"It's a nice space, I like the space," 
Stout said in his dwelling. 
Associated Press 
The Elm River began dropping in 
northeastern South Dakota on Satur-
day, but the high water was expected 
to contribute to flooding along the 
James River which may remain at 
flood stage for a week or more, fore-
casters said. 
Meanwhile, flood warnings con-
tinued for parts of the James, Big 
Sioux and Vermillion rivers. 
The National Weather Service said 
the Elm had crested at Westport and 
would continue to fall slowly in the 
next several days. 
The news was welcomed in the 
small town, where at least 50 resi-
dents were told to be prepared to 
Associated Press 
BOISE, Idaho-University of Idaho 
biologists are using the lessons 
learned in research on wild cats from 
central Idaho to southern Africa in an 
effort to save the world's largest cat 
from extinction. 
The university's Hornocker Wild-
life Institute, with its reputation for 
overseeing more predator work than 
any other center in the world, is help-
ing Russian scientists bring the Sibe-
rian tiger back from the brink. 
"Ranching Hereford cattle is dif-
ferent in Montana than -Texas, but 
they're still Herefords. Lions in New 
Mexico are different than central 
Idaho, but they're still cats," Maurice 
Hornocker said. 
"Big cats are beautiful study sub-
jects in that they can define the entire 
ecosystem because of the space they 
require," he said. "They must have a 
healthy environment to survive." 
About 330 adult Siberian tigers 
and 100 younger ones inhabit a nar-
row strip of eastern Russia bordering 
the Sea of Japan. But their survival 
has been threatened by the value of 
their pelts and body parts, especially 
His home is made of 120 trees that 
Stout and a friend cut last fall. Fol-
lowing the Mandan model, the trees 
enclose a space 38 feet in diameter. 
The home offers 1,000 square feet of 
living space, with a ceiling that peaks 
at 10 feet high. 
The' interior is open and dome-
like. Trees cut into 8-foot lengths 
make up the lower wall. Stacked 
against a 6-foot high frame, they help 
support 13- and 14-foot trees that 
converge tepee-style to form the ceil-
ing. A rectangular-shaped frame of 
large-diameter trees stands in the cen-
ter of the dome to support the ceiling. 
Centuries ago, it was the responsi-
bility of Mandan women to cover 
their tree-frame lodges with an insu- 
leave their homes after a levee broke 
Friday. 
The Vermillion at Wakpala was 
near or past crest Saturday. About 
100 people were evacuated from their 
homes in that community when a 
levee burst. 
People and businesses along the 
Missouri River are bracing for high 
water, as well. 
"The water is going to be at such a 
high level that sandbagging is no 
longer a viable alternative," said Dave 
Enke, district park manager for the 
state Game, Fish and Parks Depart-
ment at Platte Creek and Snake Creek 
recreation areas west of Platte.  
in Asian markets. 
Typically weighing 650 pounds 
and stretching 12 feet from head to 
tail, the Siberian tiger's heavy coat 
commands as much as $10,000 _ 
several times what local Russians 
could earn in one year. Powdered 
tiger bones are sold in the Orient as a 
cure for everything from cancer to 
impotence. 
Under communism in the former 
Soviet Union, the borders were closed 
and communities isolated. The people 
cut timber from the vast forests only 
for shelter and fuel. But now, with 
capitalism blooming, the forests are 
being clear cut at the same hurried 
pace as the Amazon rain forest. 
Hornocker said a key to recovery 
is educating the government and the 
people not only about the value of 
tigers, but also their habitat. 
Save the forest, he said, and the 
tiger will be saved. 
In the early 1990s, about 50 tigers 
were being killed annually. That has 
dropped to below 15 a year the past 
two winters. 
"The numbers that have come 
through on census and official fig-
ures on poaching indicate we may 
lating cover of earth. Stout used a 
bulklozer. He placed a protective layer 
of metal and plastic over the trees 
before covering them with dirt. 
Stout devoted 16 cold, hard days 
to completing the structure with the 
help of a friend last fall. 
Stout, 49, named his home 
"Drag' nWood" after dragging the 
trees, mostly cottonwood, some wil-
low, to the site. 
It's a modest shelter, and certainly 
economical. "It's possible I've got 
$500 into it," said Stout. 
The bulldozer represented half of 
his building costs. He salvaged the 
metal sheets from a collapsed poultry 
barn. 
The Mandan heated their earthen 
Lawsuit 	 
Continued from page 1 
For medical and counseling care, 
the victim - who has been diagnosed 
as having Post Traumatic Stress Dis-
order as well as other serious and 
permanent psychological injuries -
has already spent $843 and is ex-
pected to pay more than $10,000 for 
future care. 
The notice also alleges that the 
woman has been deprived of a loss of 
earnings and will continue to suffer a 
loss of earnings and future earning 
potential, which is estimated to be 
more than $25,000. 
Although Borman would not talk 
specifically about the case, he did say 
an out-of-court settlement was a fa-
vorable solution. 
"There hasn't been a lawsuit filed 
yet," said Borman. "Right now, we  
have stabilized the population," said 
Howard Quigley, Hornocker's asso-
ciate. "We hope the tigers are around 
100 years from now and the Russian 
economy is clicking." 
The tiger project was showcased 
in the February edition of National 
Geographic. A television version, 
"Tigers of the Snow," will air April 5 
on NBC. 
After two years of fund-raising, 
the institute began its study in 1992 in 
a reserve of the Sikhote-Alin moun-
tain range on the coast of the Sea of 
Japan. The scientists had an advan-
tage - since the habitat there is very 
similar to the Coastal Range from 
Washington to northern California. 
Of the five species of tigers left in 
the world, the Siberian actually has 
the best chance of revival because it 
has the largest amount of isolated 
habitat. A male's hunting territory 
can extend over 500 square miles. 
The Idaho biologists' experience 
with radio collars was a boon to their 
Russian counterparts, who could only 
gather information about the tigers 
by following their tracks in the snow 
five months out of the year. 
"Russian scientists are true natu- 
lodges with open fires, allowing the 
smoke to vent through a hole at the 
top. 
Stout substituted a skylight for the 
hole. He uses an oil burner and a 
wood-burning barrel stove for heat. 
He also built a fire-block enclosed 
fireplace. 
He eschews electricity. Kerosene 
lamps offer their warm glow instead. 
Stout allows one obvious conces-
sion to the 20th century: A car battery 
powers a small stereo. 
His floor is earthen, although he 
plans to install carpeting. His fur-
nishings are modest: writing table, 
chairs, bunk, cupboard and washing 
stand. 
are looking for a way to settle out of 
court. I want this process to go 
through, and I don't want to do any-
thing that will adversely affect this 
case getting resolved. 
"But if we can't resolve the claim 
through ADR within the next 90 days, 
we'll put the case into suit." 
University President Darrell 
Krueger said he had no information 
regarding the case, but WSU has made 
several attempts in the past to im-
prove campus safety. 
"Over the years, we've really tried 
to maintain a safe campus." Krueger 
said. "We were the first campus in the 
state to install blue-security lights 
and cameras. 
"We have a record that is second 
to none, but we're never going to be 
as safe as we want to be until society 
changes."  
ralists. They know the country very 
well, but they've been denied the use 
of modern technology to refute or 
support their findings," Hornocker 
said. "We're not ugly Americans with 
fancy technology. We're there to back 
up local research." 
A management plan followed, fo-
cusing on education, protection and 
land-use planning that has been in-
corporated into the Russian 
government's National Decree for 
tiger recovery. Conservation acreage 
for the tigers was increased, anti- 
Continued from page 1 
an hour for 33 weeks, at a cost of 
$17,000. 
Under this plan, the combined to-
tal cost for the clinic employees would 
be $46,000, saving WSU $11,000 
per year. 
While the Health Services em-
ploys health care workers from 
Winona Clinic for 19 hours a week, 
the new plan as outlined would bring 
the combined hours of Winona Clinic 
employees, a private physician and 
nurse practitioners to 21 hours. This 
creates more hours of service for WSU 
students. 
Residents eye waters 
as snow pack melts 
Minnesota man living in primitive home Budget 	 
Significant facts about 
Siberian tigers: 
• They are the largest cats on Earth, weighing up to 650 pounds. 
•They can climb trees, and their swimming skills dispel the notion that 
"cats don't like water." 
• Can eat up to 100 pounds of meat at one sitting, nearly a sixth of their 
body weight. 
• Have amazing night vision, able to detect light six times dimmer than 
what the human eye can detect. 
• Once numbered in the thousands and ranged over most of Asia. 
Females need 200-300 square miles of territory and males up to 500 
square miles. 	
Source: Associated Press 
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Campus forum: Does music 
Leave musicians out of it affect or alter who you are? 
Editorial 	 
Winonan 2 P/Ed 
The upcoming Marilyn Manson 
concert in La Crosse (this Saturday) 
has, to put it mildly, alerted the con-
sciences of many in the area. A recent 
letter in the Winona Post was just one 
of many expressions of disapproval. 
The band is evil, claim many. They're 
satanic, claim others. The band is evil 
and satanic, claim even more. Let's 
say that all of the above are true. The 
question becomes "so what?" 
Many, if not all, of those who speak 
out against listening to groups like 
Marilyn Manson are operating on the 
assumption that music lyrics affect 
the way we act, think, feel, dress, etc. 
If the lyrics are bad, or negative, then 
listeners will respond accordingly. For 
example, how many times has Ozzy 
Osbourne's song "Suicide Solution" 
been proclaimed as the reason kids 
have killed themselves? 
At least a couple rebuttals are avail-
able in defense of listening to these 
"negative" groups. The most corn-
mon one is that nobody pays attention 
to the lyrics anyway, so what differ-
ence does it make? "All I care about is 
the beat," claim many. If this is in fact 
true, all that is established is that music 
is, for too many, a mindless escape 
from reality. Whether this is good or 
bad we'll leave to you, though it prob-
ably is a better escape than beer or 
dope. 
A more convincing argument, in 
particular for those sensitive types 
who do in fact pay attention to the 
lyrics, is that we don't model our-
selves after the lyrics we listen to, but 
rather, the lyrics we listen to appeal to 
us because we can already relate to 
them. A couple such cases would 
include the fans of British artists like 
Joy Division/New Order or 
Morrissey/The Smiths, who are best 
known for "speaking" on behalf of 
the more sensitive members of our 
generation. Or take the above Ozzy 
Osbourne example. It is rather un-
likely that kids who kill themselves 
while listening to "Suicide Solution" 
were happy-go-lucky initially and 
then, upon hearing these "twisted rav-
ings of a madman" had their person-
alities and attitudes so drastically 
changed that they got out their father's 
revolver. People who try to pinpoint 
the blame on a song are quite frankly 
looking for a cop-out. 
The bottom line is, music does not 
alter people's behavior. Either we 
don't take time to listen to/analyze 
the lyrics in the first place, or we seek 
out lyrics that are already in sync with 
our feelings in the first place. And if 
lyrics sometimes touch on the darker 
side of human experience, that's all 
the better. Who, after all, would be 
naive enough to deny that there is a 
darker side to life? 
on how they would like us to vote on 
issues." This was just one of many 
reasons I gave for not running for 
president next year. The writer of the 
article chose to use the most sensa-
tional quote and twisted it to sound 
more controversial than was intended. 
As a photojournalism major, I under-
stand that from time to time mistakes 
do occur in news articles, but mis-
takes of this magnitude are inexcus-
able. As reporters, and as a newspa-
per, it is your ethical responsibility to 
be fair to the individuals that you 
interview and not to skew informa-
tion in order to turn out a more inter-
esting story. 
We have been strong supporters of 
the Winonan throughout the year and 
it saddens us to see that the many 
positive changes in your paper have 
now been overshadowed by this ar-
ticle. However, we are very pleased 
with your willingness to cooperate on 
this matter and appreciate the correc-
tion on the front page of this issue. 
We are still strong supporters of the 
Winonan, and we hope to maintain 
open communication with the paper 
in the future. 
Respectfully, 
Scott J. Kluver, President of WSU 
Student Senate 
Tim Greenway, Vice-President of 
WSU Student Senate 
Editor's note: 
The Winonan agrees with Mr. 
Kluver and Mr. Greenway in that 
there were inaccuracies contained 
in the story. 
The editors would like to apolo-
gize for any confusion that may 
have resulted from the article. 
Although our original intent 
was to run the correction on page 
one, late-breaking news dictated 
that we bump it to page three. 
Stephanie Bloedorn 
sophomore-human resource 
management major 
"Music performers try to 
attract people in a certain crowd, 
and I am not affected by that." 
Julie Bloedorn 
freshman/accounting major 
"Music affects me because I 
relate to what the artists are 
saying. I try to find a different 
meaning to it." 
By Dave Adams 
Columnist 
Did you read the front page? If you 
didn't, fold up the paper, read the top 
story then come hack here so we can 
talk about it. 
It appears our lovely little univer-
sity may be getting sued. It's about 
time. A former WSU student, who 
was sexually assaulted just outside of 
the Sheehan hall parking lot last fall, 
is doing what should have been done 
a long time ago: hold the university 
responsible for its irresponsibility. 
I know what you're thinking: Will 
WSU be raising tuition or the price of 
Snapple or mozzarella sticks again in 
the Smaug because of this lawsuit? 
No. If WSU loses, the university itself 
is not going to foot the bill, it's the 
state of Minnesota which will have to 
cover for Winona State's mistakes. 
But I'm sure the university won't be 
looked upon too favorably from now 
on at the capitol. 
For those of you who are new to 
WSU, I'll let you in on a little secret: 
This university is not as safe as the 
ambassadors led you to believe when 
you toured the campus. Crime hap-
pens here just as much as anywhere 
else. Why don't you hear more about 
it? Well, certain factions of this uni-
versity want to keep the image of 
Winona State university as clean as 
possible. 
After being named one of the saf-
est campuses in the nation in a 1990 
USA today poll, WSU was touted as a 
Minnesota safe haven for college stu-
dents. The university capitalized on 
the poll results and incorporated the 
information into several publications 
and material used for recruitment. 
Phil Heldt 
sophomore/accounting 
"Music does not personally 
affect me. Performers sing about 
their own experiences and it 
shouldn't affect others." 
Sean M. Lundequam 
junior/theater major 
"Music affects my moods but 
it does not make me do stupid 
things like you hear in crazy 
stories." 
Randy Roth 
senior/exercise science major 
"No, music does not affect 
me. Music affects people on 
different levels based on their 
background." 
Atsu Sedor 
sophomore 
"Music is good for your soul. 
Someone who listens to music a 
lot can be their best." 
board, line items in the security bud-
get, or equipment just sitting some-
where waiting to be installed. 
The current security measures on 
campus, most of which were installed 
and implemented in the month fol-
lowing the assault, should have been 
operational years before this assault 
ever occurred. When you combine 
the naïveté of university officials with 
the lack of vision for the safety of 
future students, the result is a slap in 
the face to every student who was a 
victim of some kind of crime on cam-
pus before this assault forced WSU's 
eyes wide open. 
I don't want to burn the wrong 
bridges here, so let me make clear 
who I believe is to blame. I don't 
blame security guards, or WSU Se-
curity Director Don Walski for these 
shortcomings. How can I? Most of 
the guards working now were hired 
because of the assault. Besides, secu-
rity guards can't do their jobs unless 
the university supplies the funds. I 
don't blame Walski because he can't 
do his job without money to buy the 
equipment to make this campus safer. 
These people are employees of the 
university just like most of you are. 
They are not to blame. The blame 
rests on the shoulders of the univer-
sity officials, past and present, who 
did not think crime prevention was a 
priority for this campus. 
For one young woman whose life 
will never be the same, this univer-
sity will forever dredge up ugly 
memories of how a few, well paid 
university presidents, vice presidents 
and staff didn't have the vision to 
create a safe environment before a 
major incident occurred. 
They sit around their disheveled 
apartment and play the game. Carl sits 
on the couch with his feet on the coffee 
table. His Zero t-shirt and frayed 
shorts make him look a little more 
rustic than he'd like, but it's his favor-
ite outfit for sitting around getting 
stoned and watching the Simpson's. 
Ted sits in the recliner that no longer 
reclines in his off-white wool sweater 
and his well worn jeans. He caps off 
a bong hit and, while still holding the 
smoke, starts the game. 
"You know who must've been 
high," Ted says sounding a little like 
Darth Vader, "that Applewhite guy. I 
mean, what the hell was he thinking? 
Alien spaceships coming to pick him 
and his followers up? Heaven's Gate? 
Using the Internet to convert follow-
ers? Committing suicide to rendez-
vous with space aliens? Man, the guy 
must have been high. But, you know 
who was even higher? The people that 
followed him. Did you see the guy? 
He looks straight out of Loony Tunes. 
Whoever followed that wacko must 
have been high." 
"Higher than Christians," Carl asks. 
"What the hell you mean higher 
than Christians?" 
"Well, what these supposed cult-
ists believed isn't that far away from 
the what most traditional religions 
would have you believe. The idea that 
the body is just a shell, just a vessel for 
the soul, is a very typical religious 
idea. The notion of a life after this one 
is at the heart of most religions as well. 
Whether it be through reincarnation or 
a heaven and a hell, most religions 
believe in something besides this earth, 
this place, this body. So did the 
Heaven's Gate cultists. In fact, most 
religions are forms of cults. Some 
with beliefs, rituals, and rites that are 
almost as bizarre as the Heaven's Gate 
cult. I don't know why everyone 
considers these people crazy." 
"Because they committed suicide. 
What religion condones suicide?" 
"Actually," Carl said while clean-
ing a bud for the bong, "didn't Christ 
commit suicide?" 
"What the hell you talking about." 
"Well, Christ was the son of God 
wasn't he?" Carl doesn't wait for an 
answer, he's on a roll. "While he was 
being tortured and crucified he could 
have performed some kind of miracle 
and saved himself. He could have 
flashed a bolt of lightning and killed 
his persecutors or he could have trans-
ported himself to some other dimen-
sion or something. He didn't have to 
die. Anytime you can stop your own 
death and don't, that's suicide." 
"Well, that's a pretty broad defini-
tion of suicide don't you think? And, 
besides," Ted contends while filling 
the bong, "Christ wasn't committing 
suicide because he rose from the dead. 
He knew he wasn't really going to 
die." 
"How did he know?" 
"Because he was the son of God, 
like you said. He had faith." 
"The Heaven's Gate cult had faith 
that they would rise from the dead 
when they took their own lives. In that 
respect, how is their suicide unlike 
Christ's death on the cross? They may 
have been high, but they aren't that 
much higher than anyone else it seems 
to me. The media and people want to 
make them look like fanatics, but when 
you think about it the things they be-
lieved weren't that fanatic compared 
to what some people believe." 
Carl stops to take a toke. He chokes 
on the smoke, attempts to hold it in, 
and then loses it. A thick cloud of 
smoke pours from his mouth, his nose, 
see Dean, page 9 
Impressions 
from the 
Hypogeum 
By Dean Korder 
Must've Been High (To Ted) 
Senate refutes article 
The article, "Race is on for WSU 
Senate Presidency," featured on the 
front page of the March 26 issue of the 
Winonan, requires a response from 
the WSU Student Senate. There are 
several errors and misquotes that de-
mand correction. 
First, at the time the article was 
published, none of the applicants had 
,applied for any position. This means 
that there were no official candidates 
for the presidential position. Further, 
other interested individuals may have 
been discouraged by seeing three po-
tential applicants. We hope that no 
:one who read the article will be dis-
;couraged from turning in an applica-
tion. 
Second, the article contained sev-
eral factual errors that should have 
been double-checked before being 
published. Mike Kurowski is a junior, 
'not a senior. In addition, I, Scott 
Kluver, am not ineligible to run. I 
simply choose not to because I do not 
plan to be enrolled at WSU next year. 
The grade point average required to 
run for president was reported to be 
2.25 when in actuality it is 2.50. The 
most drastic error was that applica-
tions for senate were not available on 
April 1, they were due on April 1. 
Because of this error we are choosing 
to extend the deadline to Friday, 
April 4, at 4 p.m. 
Third, many of the quotes that were 
used were either taken out of context 
or never said. The potential candi-
dates in the article deny ever having 
been interviewed, and therefore deny 
ever having made the statements re-
ported in the article. We were inter-
viewed last quarter and were told it 
was for a news gathering course. We 
were assured that none of our com-
ments would be used for print. I, Tim 
Greenway, was misquoted when it 
was reported that "I do not want to run 
for president because nobody cares or 
is interested in what we are doing." I 
actually said "I would be more inter-
ested in running for president if more 
students cared about what we do in 
Senate and if we got more feedback 
Letters To The Editor 
From then on, it was in the hands of 
the university's P.R. people to keep 
the university's image squeaky clean. 
On Nov. 1, 1992 the now defunkt 
student newspaper Winona Campus 
Life ran a story about the USA Today 
poll in which John Ferden, director of 
housing and residence life was quoted 
as saying the poll puts pressure on the 
security program because it "sets you 
up for failure." Ironically, in refer-
ence to the security program, Ferden 
also was quoted as saying, "As long 
as we're not negligible, we'll be fine." 
It appears the state of security last fall 
wasn't as fine as Ferden had hoped! 
The focus of this potential lawsuit 
is the "negligent and careless manner 
in which Winona State University 
operated and maintained its premises" 
according to the notice of claim sent 
from the victim's lawyers to Minne-
sota Attorney General, Hubert 
Humphrey III. This negligence, ac-
cording to the claim, stems from "the 
failure to provide adequate lighting 
and security in the parking lot of 
Sheehan hall" at the time of the as-
sault. If you have been attending WSU 
since before Oct. 15,1995 you know 
what campus security measures used 
to be like around here. I think WSU is 
gonna lose this case. 
As recently as October 1995, this 
campus was still in the "dark ages" of 
security measures. There were mea-
sures which were in the planing stages, 
but not yet implemented, that could 
have prevented this assault from ever 
happening. In addition to the four 
security cameras which were opera-
tional at the time of the assault, six 
more cameras, and brighter lighting 
for campus parking lots should have 
been up and running. But as of Oct. 
15, 1995 these examples were noth-
ing more than plans on the drawing 
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Living in harmony: The effects of music on your life 
By Laurie Stalheim 
Variety Reporter 
From Elvis' pelvis to the recent controversy over the April 5 Marilyn 
Manson concert in LaCrosse, the age old question of music and it's influence 
rises, not to mention ticket and record sales. 
Today, rap and heavy metal lyrics are most often pointed out as having 
adverse affects on society's youth. Artists such as Tupac and Ice-T have been 
blamed for inciting violent crimes. Ozzy Osbourne has been sued three times 
by parents who claimed that his song, "Suicide Solution," was the reason that 
their sons committed suicide. Judas Priest has also faced a similar lawsuit. But 
the courts have rejected the idea that musicians can be held responsible for the 
actions of these individuals. 
The ACLU's Arts Censorship Project points out that "no direct link 
between anti-social behavior and exposure to the content of any form of artistic 
expression has ever been scientifically established." Furthermore, "the source 
of inspiration most frequently cited by criminals has been the Bible." 
Just how much influence does music have? The Winonan polled 100 
people who varied in age, interest and cultures last week in the Smaug to find 
out what WSU students thought. 
Now before everyone gets bent out of shape about the accuracy of this 
survey, keep in mind that this is for the Winonan not Statistical Science. 
Music was important to people's lives. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being "not 
important" and 5 being "can't live without it"), 47% surveyed rated music as 
"can't live without." 25% rated music's importance to their life as a "4." 
But the amount of influence on particular aspects of people's lives was 
much lower. There were five categories concerning how much influence music 
has: clothes, speech, religious beliefs, moral values, and world outlook. Again 
it was on a scale of 1 to 5 (1-ncne, 2-little, 3-some, 4-often, 5-dominant). 
When asked about the influence of music on the clothes they wore, 57% 
responded "none," 19% said "little," and 30% as "some." 
Influence of music on the way they talked had similar results: 50% none, 
23% little, and 21% some. 
Religious beliefs were largely unaffected. 69% said that music had no 
influence, 24% little, and 4% some. 
56% of those surveyed claimed no musical influence on moral values. For 
22% there was little and 17% some. 
People's world outlook was the only category that music seemed to 
somewhat influence. 38% responded none, 16% little, 30% some, and 12% 
often. 
Quiz: Match these five WSU students with their musical preferneces. See page 9 for answers 
Reggae 
Bujubanton, Mad Colbra, 
Shabbaranks 
Folk 
Indigo Girls, Ani Dirfranco 
Rock/Industrial 
Nine Inch Nails, Smashing 
Pumpkins 
Classical/Heavy Metal 
Mozart, Shubert, Metallica 
Alternative 
Dave Matthew's Band, 
Smashing Pumpkins, 
Freddy Jone's Band 
WSU Dance Team: you can't have more fun in spandex 
By Meg Ryan 
Asst. Variety Editor 
For lack of a better conversation 
starter, people often ask me how Dance 
Team is going. After three years, my 
response is getting generic: hard work, 
but I love it. 
And then I think, why do I love 
Dance Team so much? Getting up for 
practice at 7 a.m. all winter isn't some-
thing to love. All-over body pain, 
where it's agony to scratch your knee, 
hurts! Having to fundraise like rabid 
animals doesn't keep me coming back 
every year. 
But guess what? Some of my best 
friends in the world are fellow danc-
ers. Dance Team has helped me gained 
some semblance of self-confidence 
(trust me, it's more than I had before). 
I truly love performing. I like to be 
pretty in front of lots of people. I'm a 
ham and I like being the center of 
attention. More than anything, though, 
I love pushing myself to the limit. 
I Since  had very limited dance experi-
ence prior to college, Dance Team has 
been a neverending font of exciting 
new things to learn. It takes disci-
pline, teamwork, and dedication to 
spin and fly through the air at the 
same precise moment as 11 of your 
best friends. That's what I love. 
Anyway, right now we need some 
more energetic, daring, girls with posi-
tive attitudes to join our happy band. 
Tryouts for the 1997-98 WSU War-
rior Dance Team will be held Friday, 
April 11 to Sunday, April 13 in Talbot 
Gym in Memorial Hall. If you're 
interested, you'll need more info so 
call me or Natalie at 452-1743 or 
Ingrid at 452-2149. We're more than 
happy to chat. 
   
Josilua Smith/Asst. Photo Editor 
Life, liberties and the pursuit of spirit 
Joshua Smith/Asst. Photo Editor 
By Sunni Schulz 
Variety Editor 
I've learned a lot from my years as a 
cheerleader. It seems no matter what 
sport you're in, stereotypes will follow 
like bloodthirsty mosquitoes. 
In high school, most of the mem-
bers of our team fit the stereotype, but 
I knew they were smart people inside 
who's intelligence fled the moment a 
member of the opposite sex came into 
view. 
Here at WSU things changed 
slightly. This year we received more 
support from the school than every 
before, and we had the chance to prove 
ourselves at UCA Nationals. 
There are people here that still have 
that airhead- cheerleader stereotype in 
their heads. The other day I had the 
chance to overhear two uneducated 
girls who said they liked to "flit around 
in a short skirt in their spare time." 
Hello! I thought. Before you make 
fun of us, try being one of us! I swung 
them a glare that would have frozen 
Texas in the middle of summer. 
Cheerleading isn't for the weak-
hearted. It takes courage to yell at a 
bunch of catatonic fans that only make 
noise if you fall on your butt. We 
practice hard five days a week, stand-
ing on each other's shoulders, catching 
those who fall, and receiving a concus-
sion or two in the process. 
Cheerleading has taught me how to 
be a team player, how to care about 
how others feel and contribute my tal-
ents to making the team look the best. 
I've learned trust, both in bases and 
in fliers. When you're ten feet in the air, 
you have no one to trust except those 
who will catch you. 
In life there are bases, and there are 
fliers. The audience sees the fliers, but 
it's the bases that hold them up. If they 
falter, everyone comes tumbling down. 
As a flier, I've learned not to expect 
the bases to push me up. I have to work 
with them to reach the top. When I'm" 
strong, they're strong. 
There are three guys at WSU with a 
little more courage then the rest--Kyle 
Kreuser, Jeff Belda and Boomer 
Goehring. They throw, catch, kick, 
jump, and STUNT! How many guys, 
do you know that can balance three, 
girls on their shoulders? 
Tryouts are coming up for the next 
season, and alas, I am graduating. I am 
sad to leave some really great girls and 
guys behind. We had fun, gave each 
other bumps and bruises (Lauri, sorry, 
about the concussion!) and hopefully 
no permanent scars. 
As I move into the big, big world, I 
hope to find people like the cheer team 
members. I hope that I can fly again, 
help others to rise to the top, share the 
spotlight with my friends, and that 
someone will catch me if I fall. 
Tryouts are Apri14, 5 & 6. Informa-
tional meeting today @ 8 p.m. Talbot 
Lobby. 
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COLLECTIVE SOUL 
Disciplined Breakdown 
ATLANTIC 
It seems to me that Collective Soul 
hit a creative peak with their tune 
"Gel". Since then they have been 
stuck in a rut that makes every new 
song sound exactly like it. 
That is not all bad though. Collec-
tive Soul are certified hit makers. With 
platinum in hand, they are using the 
same almost-rock/almost alternative 
sound to make it big one more time. 
It's worked before and I think that 
it will work again. Much to my own 
personal disappointment. One reason 
that a rehashing of their last album 
will sell well is that in today's ever-
changing music market, Collective 
Soul have the ascetic quality of a good 
old fashioned rock and roll band. They 
are throw backs to the power chord 
rituals of only a few summers ago. 
Thanks to Ed Rolands quality pro-
duction and some writing, Collective 
Soul fans won't be disappointed, but 
the rest of us will. 
BOTTOM LINE: "GEL" 
'REMIXES FOR 1997 
I KEY CUTS: PRECIOUS 
:DECLARATION, LISTEN 
LIVE 
Secret Samadhi 
RADIOACTIVE 
Was Throwing Copper too big? Is 
it possible for Live to produce another 
"all hits" album that every mall-rat 
from here to Toledo will HAVE to 
have? 
Those kooky cats from Live are of 
to a good start. Secret Samadhi is not 
as packed with potential hits as Throw-
ing Copper was, but now they have a 
good solid fan base to work with. 
Live has a knack for quality songs 
and can on occasion make something 
that real ly clicks. Edward Kowalczyk 
(what a name) can come up with re-
ally meaningful and profound lyrics 
at times, and when he doesn't the 
music is good enough to cover for 
him. When both lyrics and music are 
at their best, we end up with an album 
like Throwing Copper. 
That rarely happens on this effort 
though. "Lakini's Juice", the first 
single, has a good gritty flow but very 
thin lyrics. That track pretty much 
sums up the album. 
BOTTOM LINE: WHAT 
WILL BECOME OF 94/95'S 
GIANTS? 
KEY CUTS: LAKINI'S 
JUICE, HEROPSYCH-
DREAMER. 
By Lawrence Lyman 
Movie Critic 
Private Parts 
Rated R 
Starring: 
Howard Stern as 
himself 
Mary McCormack as 
Alison Stem 
Robin Quivers as 
herself 
I have always considered myself a 
slave to the mass media. I listen to and 
like top 40 music. I view Time maga-
zine as an informative tome of intel-
lectual enlightenment. I believe that 
the truth IS out there. 
However, as a thinking person of 
near normal intelligence, I have a 
bone to pick with Howard Stern, or 
By Randi McLaughlin 
Video Critic 
Soup For One 
Released in 1982 
Rated R 
Directed by: Jonathan Kaufer 
Starring: Saul Rubinek 
Marcia Strassman 
Gerrit Graham 
Written and directed by 26 year-
old Jonathan Kaufer, Soup For One is 
a satirical comedy which explores 
one man's search for his "dream girl." 
Allen Martin (Rubinek) was single 
and miserable until he decided to go 
to the police station and describe his 
"dreamgirl" to the sketch artist, claim-
ing she was a missing person. The 
movie begins on his wedding day and 
the rest is basically flashbacks which 
led up to this event. In the end, Allen 
makes a startling realization about 
himself, his parents and the rest of us 
who are "conditioned" from child-
hood about marriage. 
Allen is a man in his mid-to-late 
twenties who writes news stories and 
documentaries for an underground 
T.V. news station (WPCP) and his 
best friend Brian (Graham) is the an-
chorman. Brian is the typical leisure 
suit-wearing, one-line pick up guy 
ROLLINS BAND 
Come In And Burn 
DREAMWORKS 
A long time ago in a concert venue 
far far away, the age of the hard rock 
giant had come to an end. Punk rock, 
the new species, was smaller and 
quicker and soon had the upper hand 
in the rock and roll food chain. 
In an ironic (ironic like rain on a 
wedding day) twist Henry Rollins left 
punk and went hard rock just a few 
years before this happened. Henry 
Rollins is an incredibly intelligent 
chap and I don't think he cares that his 
music is always out of style. I believe 
that he really enjoys his hard rock 
music now as much as he liked his 
punk rock back in the days of Black 
Flag. 
It's the aging Black Flag fans and 
the ever shrinking number of hard 
rockers out there that are keeping 
Rollins band afloat. 
Unfortunately, Come On In And 
Burn is an empty album with little 
direction and a lack of true intensity. 
Perhaps Dreamworks is a place were 
Rollins can change this? 
BOTTOM LINE: KILLING 
TIME BETWEEN SPOKEN 
WORD ALBUMS. 
KEY CUTS: SHAME, NEON. 
more precisely, with his self-imposed 
status of "King of all Media." Espe-
cially after enduring the nearly two 
hours of blandness that is Private 
Parts -the Movie. 
The film opens with Howard, who 
is eerily unconvincing, portraying 
himself seated in a plane before take-
off with an attractiv,e and very pro-
fessional looking, woman booked into 
the seat next to him. She asks to be 
moved and is denied because it is a 
full flight. Howard then says this 
happens to him all the time, and that 
he is just a misunderstood guy, which 
segues into him telling the passenger, 
and at the same time us, the story of 
his life and rise to fame. 
The ads for this movie proclaim, 
"Never before has someone done so 
much with so little." My response is 
"never has someone with so much 
(money, media exposure, etc.) been 
so worthy of being ignored." The 
majority of his material is just not as 
funny as he thinks it is. I stopped 
using material of his sort about the 
same time I stopped playing four-
square. 
Private Parts does have its redeem- 
who is always trying to drag Allen 
with him on his journey from single 
club to single club. He finally con-
vinces Allen to go on a single's week-
end where Allen sees the woman he 
described to the sketch artist 
(Strassman). From that point on, Allen 
spends months winning Maria, over. 
This movie contains some pretty 
witty lines and has some unexpected 
twists. One thing I especially liked 
was the fact that Maria is a single 
mother who has a successful career as 
well. She is portrayed as a very inde-
pendent woman. The roles seem re-
versed since she is the one reluctant to 
marry, not wanting the conventional 
married life. I disliked the fact that 
even though Allen was portrayed as a 
abnormally sensitive man and knew 
his "dreamgirl" was out there, he still 
went home with just about anybody 
on two legs. This contradicted his 
whole image throughout the rest of 
the movie. 
Overall, this movie was pretty 
funny and had an okay plot. I felt 
Kaufer did a good job for his first 
movie, especially at such a young 
age. Kaufer went on to write and 
direct the popular comedy series, 
Dream On, which originated on HBO. 
In conclusion, I gave this movie two 
and a half smiling faces. Soup For 
One can be found in the comedy sec-
tion at Videoland, located on Huff St. 
in Winona. 
BETTIE SERVEERT 
Dust Bunnies 
CAPITOL/MATADOR 
When I say Scandinavian pop 
music I am not talking about Ace Of 
Base or those oh, so catchy Cardi-
gans. Just for a minute, realize that 
pop in Scandinavian countries is big 
business. It's not always annoying 
top 40 garble. 
Bettie Seveert (not a person... a 
band) is one of the many pop outfits 
that gets much less hype than their top 
40 countrymen. 
The formula is awfully familiar 
though. Female vocals, simple lyrics 
about cute things and a melody that 
makes you want to hum along. Bettie 
Seveert also throws in a healthy dose 
of grind. 
A polite melody is often thrown in 
the blender with distortion pedals to 
create an aggressive pop hybrid. Dis-
torted or not, the simple arrangement 
still add up to really catchy pop that is 
constantly good and really impres-
sive at it's best. 
BOTTOM LINE: POPPY... 
NOT ANNOYING 
KEY CUTS: RUDDER, 
STORY IN A NUTSHELL 
ing factors. The supporting cast is 
excellent, with Mary McCormack's 
portrayal of Howard's wife Alison 
being so good that I didn't know until 
the credits rolled that it wasn't really 
his wife. Robin Quivers plays the 
perfect straight man (straight woman? 
straightperson?) to Howard, and, with 
McCormack, gives the picture a sense 
of balance. The soundtrack smoothly 
timelines the movie (a la Forrest 
Gump or Mr. Holland's Opus—the 
comparison ends there). 
The biggest problem this film runs 
into is contained in its assumed mis-
sion: to give the average person more 
of an understanding of who Howard 
Stern is. What it fails to do is let us in 
on why we should care about an ego-
maniac who treats his wife, who the 
film makes out to be a wonderful 
person, like a sack of moldy tanger-
ines. A movie about Alison, told from 
her viewpoint, would have been much 
more interesting, if not as commer-
cially successful. 
I am a loyal servant to the media, 
however I think it is time for Howard 
Stern to abdicate his throne as the 
"King of all media," or this unruly 
DINOSAUR JR. 
Hand It Over 
REPRISE 
Ever since the Green Mind album 
crossed my path, I have been amazed 
by Dinosaur Jr. How can a band with 
such terrible production and whiny 
vocals still sound good? 
Dino has used most of the tricks in 
their collective sleeve and it's good to 
here some of the better shticks again. 
For instance, the flute loop on "Never 
Bought It" and the horn loop on "I'm 
Insane" make good songs great. Di-
nosaur Jr. is truly a gathering of good 
solo musicians that combine to make 
interesting and creative collaborative 
works. 
Unfortunately, the barely intelli-
gible lyrics and played out sound that 
is Dino may have worn thin after the 
overplay of Without A Sound. If this 
were going to be DinosaurJr.'s break-
through album they would surely se-
cure a permanent spot in rock and roll 
history. Hand It Over could be their 
best yet. 
BOTTOM LINE: INCRED-
IBLE FOLLOW TO WITH-
OUT A SOUND. 
KEY CUTS: NUTHIN'S 
GOIN ON, NEVER BOUGHT 
IT. 
Page 6 
peasant will have to lead an uprising 
against the tyrant. Private Parts, while 
trying to show Howard as a jack-of-
all-trades, reveals in convincing fash-
ion that he is a master of none. 
By the way, did I mention that it'r 
tacky to have a movie made about 
your life story when you're still living 
it? Now I have. 
On a scale of 1-10 (1=stay home 
and massage your roommate's feet; 
10=better than the bars on financial 
aid disbursement day): 
Plot: 3— I've seen better story 
lines in my Alpha-Bits. 
Cast and Characters: 5—Howard 
is lame, but the Kielbasa Queen is 
almost worth the price of admission. 
Quotability Factor: 2—You'll be 
lucky to remember the title in a month, 
much less any good zingers. 
Bedroom Factor: 6—provided 
your date is dumb enough to buy into 
the love subplot. 
Time of Day Factor: nil— is there' 
really a good time to see a bad movie? 
Overall Rating: 3—almost as en-
tertaining as reruns of "Father Knows 
Best," except with naked women. 
CHEMICAL BROTHERS 
Dig Your Own Hole 
ASTRALWERKS 
This remix duo is quickly becom-
ing the Nirvana of the dance music 
revolution. Go figure. 
Since the release of Exit Planet 
Dust Chemical Brother have also been 
busy with several remix projects in-
cluding the White Zombie remixes 
and have put out the Loops Of Fury 
e.p. and of course the "Setting Sun" 
single. 
Now we anticipate the sophomore 
long player. 
Dig Your Own Hole continues the 
Chemical tradition of "cut and paste" 
sampling and mad crazy beats. 
The first single is "Block Rockin 
Beats". A track so similar to Exit's 
"Chemical Beats" that I shutter to 
think that these cats are already out of 
new ideas. 
The break through cut "Setting 
Sun" also appears on the album and is 
thankfully one of a few that feature an 
extensive amount of vocals. Sampled 
lyrics abound, but no versus or cho-
ruses, thank-you very much. 
BOTTOM LINE: LOOK 
OUT HAIR ROCKERS. 
KEY CUTS: BLOCK ROCK-
IN' 
 
BEATS, DIG YOUR OWN 
HOLE. 
Video pickSoup For One 
is a delicious witty gumbo 
Private Parts better off under wraps 
LYN 
MANSON 
SATURDAY, APRIL 5 
7:30 PM 
LACROSSE CENTER 
Tickets are available at the La Crosse Center Box Office, Face the 
Music in Winona and Rochester, Arcadia TV & Appliance, Jubilee 
Stores in Sparta and Viroqua, Viking One Stop in Decorah and at 
participating IGA Stores. To charge by phone call 608/789-
4950 with VISA - MASTERCARD - DISCOVER - and AMERICAN EXPRESS. 
Produced by Cellar Door 
PARENTAL 
ADVISORY 
EXPLICIT LYRICS 
Joshua Smith/Asst. Photo Editor 
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March Madness; Warriors' Way 
Winona State crushes Clarke College 
15-8, 12-2; Crusaders winless 
WSU finishes 3-2 
in tournament 
By Bradley J. Thede 
Sports Repoter 
It was just a walk in the park as the 
St. Scholastica Saints took advantage 
of eight free passes issued by the 
Winona State Warrior pitching staff. 
The Saints cruised to a 9-3 victory 
over the Warriors (12-8). 
"Walks did us in again," said Wi-
nona State coach Gary Grob. "We 
had an inability to throw strikes." 
Saints' left fielder Marc Dungas 
was eager to take advantage of that 
inability as he smacked three Warrior 
pitchers around for three hits in four 
trips to the dish. and drove in four runs 
from the leadoff position. 
Jeff Burton went the distance for 
the Saints (20-4), surrendering just 
one earned run on six hits for the 
victory. 
Matt O'Brien was the one bright 
See Saturday, page 8 
Joshua Smith/Asst. Photo Editor 
Shawn Killebrew (right) makes it safely back to first Thursday in Winona State's first match-up 
against St. Scholastica. "Killer" collected one of the Warriors' four hits in the 1-0 victory. The 
Warriors finished the round robin tournament 3-2 while the Saints went 4-1 with their only loss to 
Winona State. 
By Anna L. Derocher 
Sports Editor 
A rain delay in the middle of the 
third inning Friday wasn't enough of 
a distraction for the Winona State 
University Warriors when they re-
sumed play Saturday. 
Winona State left Clarke College's 
Demetrius Wiggins on third Friday—
the score tied six-all—and ended up 
defeating the Crusaders 15-8 Satur-
day. 
It was a slug fest for both teams, 
but the Warriors dug in for a feast as 
they combined for 12 hits with home 
runs from Chris Popp and Ken Fry, 
and doubles from Aaron Braund and 
Gabe Nelson. 
After Crusader starting pitcher Ja-
son Beneke was nailed in the lip from 
a line drive off Braund's bat in the 
first inning, Pat Carson came in to 
pitch three innings giving up three 
runs—two of which were earned. 
When it seemed like it couldn't get  
worse for Clarke, Terry Norton ven-
tured to the mound in the fourth in-
ning. 
Fry's two-run homer over the left-
center wall in the bottom of the fourth 
put the Warriors up 8-7. 
Winona State had a spectacular 
hitting spree off Norton in the sixth 
stealing six runs. 
Errors killed the Crusaders as Wi-
nona State took advantage of its 
opponent's weak display of fielding 
notching six unearned runs off Norton 
on the game. 
Designated hitter Popp led the 
Warriors at the plate with a 2-3 show-
ing knocking in three RBIs. Teard-
mate Braund scored three times and 
Fry had two of WSU's 12 hits. 
Jeff Weinkauf triumphed on the 
mound for WSU after relieving starter 
Dave Barnett. The left-hander grabbed 
the win allowing only three hits, one 
run and two walks. Also added to the 
list was five strike outs. 
Shannon Purvis went 3-4 for the 
Crusaders. 
Ten-run rule in effect as Warriors 
pound Crusaders 12-2 Thursday 
First baseman Scott Hawley (23) lobs the ball to pitcher Matt 
Hoppestedt (not pictured) for the easy out. 
Saints' 10-hit, nine-run attack 
too much for WSU Friday 
By Bradley J. Thede 
Sports Reporter 
It took the St. Scholastica Saints 
11 innings before they figured out the 
Winona State Warrior pitching. 
Matt Hoppenstedt shut the Saints 
out Thursday in an eight-inning, 1-0 
complete-game performance and 
Jarrod Brennan frustrated the Saints 
through three innings on Friday until 
St. Scholastica finally scored, defeat-
ing the Warriors 4-1. 
The Saints' designated hitter' 
Smokey McLeod solved the mystery 
in the fourth inning as he reached out 
and touched all four with a three-run 
homer over the grey monster in right 
field. 
Brennan settled down in the re-
maining three innings and pitched 
well but it wasn't enought as the 
Warriors drew the short straw falling 
11-7 for the season. 
Brennan struck out four in seven 
innings of work, giving up five hits. 
"Jarrod (Brennan) threw the ball 
well," said Winona State coach Gary 
Grob. "He got in a little trouble in the 
fourth inning but he said he threw 
McLeod one of his best breaking 
pitches of the whole day and the kid 
hit it well." 
Jay Milbredge had a "saintly" ef-
fort himself as he held the Warriors to 
one run on five hits through seven 
innings, and struck out five. 
Milbredge worked out of a mini-
jam in the fifth. 
Mike Welch singled to lead off the 
inning and scored on Mark Olson's 
double. After Jason Moe walked, 
Scott Hawley's sacrifice bunt moved 
the runners to second and third with 
one out. The Warriors squandered the 
opportunity later as Shaun Killebrew 
grounded back to the pitcher and Jamie 
Olson flew out to right field. 
The loss knocked WSU to 2-1 in 
the round robin tournament and even 
with St. Scholastica in the win/loss 
column. The three-run margin gave 
the Saints the tie-breaker of run dif-
ferential. 
By Chris Drago 
Managing Editor 
"Follow the leader" has been a 
successful team concept this season 
for the Winona State University base-
ball team. 
It only has one drawback though. 
Who will it be today? 
When a team's bolstered by the 
likes of Aaron Braund, Mike Welch, 
Chris Popp, Shannon Lester (the list 
goes on... and on), it sometimes can be 
unclear who will be the one to step 
forth as a definite leader. 
Which isn't necessarily a bad situ-
ation for a ballclub to be in. 
"We always depend on one guy to 
step it up each game," said WSU right 
fielder Mike Welch, who just hap-
pened to be that guy Thursday in a pair 
of Warrior wins. 
A 1-0 extra-inning pitcher's duel 
against St. Scholastica, and a "12-2 
abbreviated drubbing of Clarke Col-
lege (5-8) in the first round of the 
WSUNiterbo Tournament. 
"As soon as somebody steps up, 
everyone follows," Welch said. "It 
can be anyone on the team, but today 
it just happened to be me." 
Welch went 1-for-3 and notched 
the winning run in the bottom of the 
eighth of the first contest. 
But it was his stunning second 
"game" play that truly earned him 
leader status. 
With the Warriors up 2-1 in the 
third inning, following a Braund RBI 
double and a Joe Zydowski RBI triple, 
Welch plated Zydowslci on a double 
that opened the floodgates for a seven-
run inning. 
The frame featured six Warrior hits, 
four of which led to extra bases. 
"We knew we were going to bust 
out sometime," said Braund, who con- 
Friday 	April 4 
Saturday 	April 5 
Sunday 	April 6 
Tuesday 	April 8 
Friday 	April 11 
Saturday 	April 12 
Monday 	April 14 
Tuesday 	April 15 
Friday 	April 18 
Saturday 	April 19 
Monday 	April 21 
Friday 	April 25 
Saturday 	April 26 
Sunday 	April 27 
Tuesday 	April 29 
Wednesday April 30 
Friday 	May 2 
Saturday 	May 3 
Sunday 	May 4 
Monday 	May 5  
nected twice on four at bats (a double 
and a triple), scored three times and 
knocked in two runs. "Our motto has 
been 'follow the leader' this season. 
We just need one guy to get it going. 
"Today it was Welch, he really 
came through today." 
But until Welch jacked a three-run 
homer in the fourth inning that gave 
WSU (11-6) a 10-2 edge, the leader 
could have been Braund or Zydowski 
or Mark Olsen, who clubbed a two-
run triple in the third. 
"We have a lot of kids with the 
ability to step up and do the job." 
WSU coach Gary Grob said. 
"Our guys have really 
benefited from that year 
of maturity. It's really 
made a difference." 
The Warriors cut 
the game short with a 
pair of runs in the fifth 
inning. Olsen reached on 
an error and was driven home by a 
Braund triple that bounced off the 
center-field fence. 
Popp sent Braund home with a 
fence-tagging double. 
WSU tallied 12 hits off Crusader 
pitcher Bill Zibell, who gave up nine 
earned runs, walked one and struck 
out two. 
Ryan Johnson allowed two earned 
runs on four hits during his five-in-
ning shift on the mound for 
WSU. He walked four and whiffed 
six. 
"Smiley struggled a bit today," 
Grob said. "But overall, he 
pitched a pretty good game." 
In the opener, Matt 
Hoppenstedt took the 
mound for WSU. He 
faced 26 batters 
through eight in- 
See Thursday, page 8 
Warrior of the week... 
Chris Popp: POWER 
By Anna L. Derocher 
Sports Editor 
Chris Popp's Field of Dreams wasn't in Iowa. 
Leaving the corn lands and DesMoines Area Community 
College wasn't hard for the Shawano native. 
Winona State University assistant baseball coach, 
Kyle Poock, convinced Chris to transfer, so he ventured 
to WSU to enhance his baseball career. 
"Kyle Poock and Coach Grob are two of the best 
coaches I have ever worked with," Chris said. 
"Winona State is a decent college town and as far as 
our team goes, our offense is tough." 
Currently Chris leads that potent offense with 
seven home runs on the season. 
Chris' interest in baseball traces back to when 
he was three years old playing catch in the back-
yard with his dad, John, who had never played 
baseball in his life. 
"My dad got me started," Chris said. "but I 
kind of picked up the game in the neighborhood 
during summer." 
He also picked up skills during tee ball, 
which not only helped him learn the 
game, it also provided him with his 
most embarassing moment. 
"I took a line drive off my 
melon," Chris said. "I was play-
ing shortstop." 
Other than a ball going 
sA through his legs at the 
Dome this year, not much 
else has embarrassed the 
converted 	third 
baseman. In high 
school, Chris was 
Shawano High 
School's 
pitcher. 
"As a 
third 
baseman, I get to hit," Chris explained the advantage to his position. "As 
a pitcher, I always had a DH." 
When it came time for Chris to go to college, he picked the community 
college for two reasons. 
"The big schools scared me," Chris said. "Education-wise I wasn't 
ready for that. At a four-year school, education is a big part. Sports aren't 
everything." 
Another reason Chris chose the small Iowa school was because he would 
be eligible for the baseball draft all four years of college. 
A player cannot be eligible for the draft before the age of 21 if they attend 
a Division I, II or III school. 
Needless to say, Winona State baseball and education have been an 
experience for the 21-year-old. 
"I have to work hard," Chris said. "College is a different atmosphere 
than high school." 
Before Chris transfered to Winona State, he played a summer game at 
Milwaukee County Stadium in 1994. The game was the Legion All-Star.  
Game and even though Chris' team lost the battle 4-3, he had a spectacular 
game and was voted Most Valuable Player. 
"It was an 0-1 curve ball," Chris recalls. "I hit it into the open alley in 
left for a home run." 
When asked if he knew it was out of the park once he connected, he 
confidently said yeah. 
If that wasn't enough, Chris also doubled off the left field wall going 2-
3 in the game. 
"I was supposed to get a trophy and a plaque," Chris said regarding his 
See Popp, page 8 
Warrior Baseball Schedule 
Bemidji State 	Home 
Bemidji State 	Home 
St. Mary's 	Away 
UW-La Crosse Away 
UM-Morris 	Away 
UM-Morris 	Away 
UW-River Falls Home 
St. Cloud State Home 
I JM-Duluth 	Away 
UM-Duluth 	Away 
Mankato State Away 
Northern State Away 
Northern State Away 
UW-Parkside Home 
Iowa State 	Away 
Viterbo Home 
Southwest State Home 
Southwest State Home 
Alumni Game Home 
Upper Iowa Away 
1:30 p.m. 
Noon 
1:30 p.m. 
I :00 p.m. 
1:30 p.m 
Noon 
I :00 p.m. 
I :00 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
Noon 
2:00 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
Noon 
Noon 
2:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.M. 
I :30 px1,4 
Noon , f.; 
Noon 	47'51 
3:00 p.m.'"? 
) 4 
WSU g.TLIDENITg, 
 
YOZ DIT.V0111VT 
 
When you !anent your 
Student I.D. with order 
 
     
ARBY'S - VALLEY VIEW MALL 
By MTU Bus Entrance 
4111=1=1, 
°UPS & FEDERAL EXPRESS 
AUTHORIZED SHIPPING OUTLET 
-COMPLETE PACKAGING SERVICE 
COPY AND FAX SERVICE 
..LAMINATING 
••GIFT WRAPPING 
IVI-F9-5:301SAT9-12 
I 452-1664  
FAX454-6128 
Located At Pendleton Bldg. 
Ott &Johnson, WhI0112, MN 
(pard' ner), n. 
1. person you ride the range with. 
2. person who cooks on your range. 
3. person in business with you. 
4. person who knows you enough to NOT 
be in business with you. 
5. a non-committed other with not enough 
past bridges burned and too many future 
options besides you. 
. 	God's way is marriage, not partner- 
ship. He came that you might have 
life, and have it to the full. cang Your friends at Winona Area Lutherans For Life Route 2, Box 63, Lewiston, MN 55952 
College Students 
College Assistance Now... 
...Job Skills For Tomorrow. 
If you're looking for help paying for college expenses, consider the benefits of joining the 
Minnesota Army National Guard. For just a few days a month and a few weeks a year, you can earn 
up to $27,000 in college assistance. 
That's not all. Youll receive training in one of 300 different job skills that you can use in a civilian 
career after you graduate. Make the decision that pays off today and tomorrow. CALL NOW: 
MINNESOTA 
Mary Mute McMillan 507-453-2995 
Worried about 
pregnancy? 
a Birthright 
can help. 
Uor more than 20 years, Birthright has 
JL helped thousands of students worried 	. 
about pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer 
free pregnancy tests, answers to your questions, 
referals to community services —and, most 
important, someone to listen. All of our help is 
free and confidential. 
Call anytime: 452-2421 • 920 W. 5th Winona 
Joshua Smith/Asst. Photo Editor 
The Warriors' Ryan Johnson hurls the ball at his opponent. The junior left-hander struck out six 
in Winona State's 12-2 victory over the Clarke College Crusaders. Immediate flexible or 
supplementary hours available at 
Independent Living Care. 
Home care aid 
training provided. 
Apply at: 
50 W. 3rd St. 
call 453-9237 
Or  
■•■ 
wol"" Ultra Body 
dijor Tan & Nails  
Located in the Winona Mall • 452-0611 
*FREE bottle of European Gold 
Accelerator with purchase of 
10 Tans for $30 (while supplies last) 
*Full Set of Acrylic Nails for $25 
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Baseball 
Saturday, March 29 
Saints 9, Warriors 3 
St. Scholastica044 0010-9 10 2 
WSU 	020 000 1-3 6 0 
Burton and Harriman; Osmanski, 
Peters (3), O'Brian (3), Weidl (6) 
and Braund. WP-Burton. LP-
Osmanski. HR-none. 
Warriors, 15, Crusaders 8 
(Rained out March 28) 
Clarke 006 101 0- 8 11 6 
WSU 312 306 0-15 12 4 
Beneke. Carson (1), Norton (4) 
and Dykstra; Barnett, Weinkauf (4) 
and Zydowski. WP-Weinkauf. LP-
Norton. HR-Norton, Popp, Fry. 
Friday, March 28 
Saints 4, WSIJ 1 
St. Scholastica 000 4(X) 0-4 5 0 
WSU 	000 010 0-1 4 () 
Milbridge and Harriman; 
Brennan and Braund. WP-
Milbridge. LP-Brennan HR-
McLeod 
Thursday, March 27 
Warriors 12, Crusaders 2 
WSU 
	
007 32-12 12 0 
Clarke 	101 00-2 46 
Johnson and Zydowsk-i; Zibell 
and Dykstra. WP-Johnson. LP- 
Zibell. HR-Welch 
Warriors 1, Saints 0 
St. Scholastica000 000 00-0 2 1 
WSU 	000 000 01-1 4 1 
Swcndon and Hariman; 
Hoppenstedt and Braund. WP-
Hoppenstedt. LP-Swendon. HR-
none 
Thursday 	 
Continued from page 7 
nings and gave up only two hits for 
the shutout. 
"Hoppy pitched outstanding for 
us in the first game," Grob said. "He 
just showed he can dominate from the 
mound." 
Saturday 	 
Continued from page 7 
spot for the Warriors on the mound as 
he pitched 2 1/3 scoreless relief in-
nings. 
"I was happy with the way O'Brien 
threw the ball," Grob said of the fresh-
man from Winona Cotter. 
Scott Hawley and Dave Campbell 
led the Warriors with two hits each. 
Popp 	 
Continued from page 7 
MVP title. "I never got it." 
Chris wasn't too upset about not 
:receiving a trophy or plaque. He 
Teemed more upset about not meeting 
any Brewers after the game. That was 
the year of the baseball strike so the 
-Major leaguers weren't present at the 
:game. 
Describing himself in one word 
was easy for Chris. 
- "Married," he said in two seconds. 
Over a year ago, Chris married 
his high school sweetheart since 
=their sophomore year, and he says it is 
',different being in college and being 
'married. 
",;.. "There aren't many like you," he 
'explained. "When you're married at 
:20, it's kind of different." 
-. Jamie, who works as a manager at 
-.Braun's Fashions, is a big supporter of 
'Chris' baseball career. 
•- As for Chris' Field of Dreams—
it's Loughrey Field. 
FREE T-SHIRT 
+ $1000 
Credit Card fundraisers 
for fraternities, sororities 
& groups. Any campus 
organization can raise 
up to $1000 by earning 
a whopping $5.00/ 
_VISA application__ 
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. 
Qualified callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT. 
etim.ah American Heart 
AssociationAr 
CPR 
can keep your love alive 
Fighting Heart Disease 
and Stroke 
Answers 	 
Continued from page 5 
Miranda Gray: Folk 
Michelle Dobosiewicz: 
Classical/Heavy Metal 
Jeff Belda: Reggae 
Amy Laur: Alternative 
Jeanne Boettcher: Rock/ 
Industrial 
If you 
have any 
brains at all, 
you'll be aware 
of the danger 
of depression. 
Depression is a suppression of brain 
activity that can strike anyone. Its 
powerful, its constant, and it makes 
life unbearable. It's also readily, 
medically treatable. And that's 
something everyone should know. 
41 Cause of Suicide 
UNTRE4TED 
OF PR ESSION 
http://www.save.org  
00.partrnent i tof 
S. lentilvititta 
23an. 
 
Mss 'tnM 
EVERY THURSDAY 
Ride Into Spring 
With BROTHERS 
Mt. Bike Giveaway! 
Register Every Thursday 
Then Join BROTHERS on 
April 24th 
For our "BIG" Giveaway Party  
A
t
 u,  
Y
o
rk
,  
N
Y
  
-LI or fast relief from the nagging ache _of taxes, 
i l we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs 
are tax-deferred annuities designed to help build 
additional assets—money that can help make the 
difference between living and living well after 
your working years are over. 
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted 
from your salary on a pretax basis, so you pay 
less in taxes now. And since earnings on your 
SRAs are also tax deferred until you receive them 
as retirement income, the money you don't send 
to Washington can work even harder for you. 
What else do SRAs offer? A full range of 
investment choices and the financial expertise 
of TIAA-CREF —America's largest retirement 
organization:' 
To find out more, stop by your benefits office 
or give us a call at 1 800 842-2888. We'll show 
you how SRAs can lower your taxes. 
Do it today—it couldn't hurt. 
fr 
4! 
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org  
`Based on asses under management. 
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, 
call 1800 8.42-2733, ext. 5509, for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. nate of first use 2/97. 
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Continued from page 6 
 
feel good about yourself, you are at-
tractive, regardless of your appear-
ance. 
In between there are a variety of 
other people that have expanded my 
personal horizons. Because many of 
them live in Winona, or are on cam-
pus here, I won't mention names. 
But from one friend, who is a les-
bian, I've learned to see that not ev-
eryone thinks or acts like me. I've 
learned that we all have different 
choices that we make, and it isn't up 
to anyone else to condemn or judge us 
for the lifestyles that we choose for 
ourselves. What makes me happy 
, doesn't necessarily make anyone else 
happy. This friend is twenty years 
older than I, and she is pretty darned 
smart about the world and her profes-
sion. She knows her stuff, and has 
done a great deal to help me develop 
and refine my writing skills. I value 
her opinion and advice a great deal. In 
spite of it all, she's also the hardest 
teacher I've ever had, and I've never 
worked harder for a "B" in my whole 
college career. 
And then there are my Deaf friends. 
I had never realized how prejudiced I 
was about people with physical dif-
ferences, until I began to associate 
with the Deaf student on campus. I've 
always assumed physically different 
people were...less, because of their 
difference. I've since learned we all 
have differences that set us apart from 
other people. And I have found my-
self getting seriously irritated with 
people who refer to the general popu-
lation as "normal", because there is 
an implication that others are there-
fore "abnormal". Tracy is Deaf, but I 
am fat. We've each got something 
that sets us apart from the picture 
perfect human specimen society has  
defined as "normal". Tracy doesn't 
consider herself "handicapped" or 
"disabled" because she functions fine, 
she just needs a little help from time to 
time, as we all do. From my Deaf 
friends, I have learned to recognize 
my strengths and build on them. I 
have also learned to feel a little less 
superior about my place in society. 
Well, I could go on, but I won't. 
Maybe it's just the maturation pro-
cess, or maybe it's just me, but the 
older I get, the more I value friend-
ships, and the less casual I am about 
who I consider "friends". 
Friends are more than people that 
I do things with, they are people who 
teach me about life, and about myself. 
They are people that make me feel 
good about myself every time I am 
with them.  
continued from page 4 
and, he thinks, his ears. He continues 
the game by bringing up someone 
else that must've been high. 
"You know who must've been 
high? Sandra Addicks when she wrote 
her letter to the Winona Daily News 
about those kids that died in that 
accident." 
"Now there's some people that 
must've been high," Ted chimes in. 
"Yeah," Carl agrees as he finishes 
up his smoke. "I'd say about .234 on 
the Richter scale of highness. At least 
the guy that owned the truck. For the 
others I heard from .1 to .3." 
"No way, .3 isn't that legally dead." 
"Yeah, or at least it's at the brink 
of alcohol poisoning. Anyway, 
Addicks writes this letter to the Daily 
snooze about the accident and how 
she's pissed that they aren't going to 
release the blood alcohol levels of the 
victims to the public." 
"That's whose high, the police chief 
for not having the balls to release that 
stuff. He could, he's just chicken," 
Ted adds while filling the bong once 
again. 
Carl continues, "Addicks also 
brings up the other accident where 
those two high school chicks died and 
she makes some good points, but then 
she starts ranting about how the women 
in these accidents were victims be-
cause they let drunk men drive them 
around. She takes a perfectly good  
criticism and jumps into femi-nazi 
land. She starts to male bash and in 
the process discredits her message. 
She must've been high when she wrote 
that. She must've been." 
"Yep, she must've been..." Ted's 
voice trails off and he sinks down into 
the recliner that doesn't recline and 
blows smoke out of his lungs. Carl 
grabs the bong and fills himself one 
while the familiar theme for the 
Simpson's fills the air. The show 
begins and Carl and Ted give up their 
game of "must've been high" to watch 
a repeat of one of their favorite epi-
sodes of the Simpson's. 
BOOBY TRAP 
Put your answers to these questions in the Winonan 
mailbox in the Lower Hyphen by Monday, April 7. 
The first place winner will be the proud new owner 
of an autographed electric can opener! Second place recieves 
one pickle. 
1. What was the name of Johnny Fever's TV show when 
he left WKRP in Cinncinati on one episode? 
2. What is the name of Pee-Wee Herman's robot on 
Pee Wee's Playhouse? 
3. What was the name of Arnold Jackson's goldfish on 
Different Strokes? 
4. What did B.A. Baracus hate to do on The A-Team? 
5. What was the name of Homer Simpson's hit song 
when he was in the B-Sharps? 
6. What is Larry's last name on Three's Company? 
7. What kind of mountain bike is hanging on Jerry 
Seinfeld's wall in his apartment? 
8. What was the name of the helicopter on Riptide? 
9. What's the name of the dog on Empty Nest? 
10. What was Alf's favorite food? 
The answers will be printed in next week's Winonan. 
Eric Gordo 
LMoods 
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HELP WANTED $1000's POSSIBLE 
TYPING. 
Part Time. 
At Home. Toll Free 
(1) 800-218-9000 
Ext. T-873 for Listings. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
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Things That I Do Not Like 
1. Annoying Actions and Behaviors of People 
1.1. 	Refering to me as "bro" 
1.2. Lighting a cigarette for me, instead of handing me the lighter 
1.3. 	Bad remote control etiquette 
1.4. Lack of square dancing 
1.5. 	Explanations 
2. Body Accessories 
2.1. 	Tye dye shirts 
2.1.1. 	Grateful Dead Tye Dye Shirts 
2.1.1.1. 	Dancing Bears on the shirts 
2.1.1.2. 	Clever puns about drug use on the shirts 
2.1.1.2.1. 	"What a long strange trip it's 
been" 
2.1.1.2.2. 	"Who are the Grateful Dead and 
why are they followiing me" 
Petrouli oil 
Sweaters with leather sewn into them 
Birkenstock sandals 
Stocking caps indoors 
Oakly sunglasses 
T-shirts with dumb sayings on them 
2.7.1. 	"No Fear" 
2.7.2. "Winona State University" 
2.7.3. 	"World's Best Grandma" 
2.7.4. 	"Thank You Jerry" 
2.7.5. 	"Co-ed naked 	(everything)" 
2.7.6. 	"Big Johnson" 
2.7.7. 	"Softball is life" 
2.7.8. 	"Kermit Klein" 
3. Places 
3.1. 	Brothers Birthday Bar 
3.2. Chicago 
3.2.1. 	Have to pay to enter 
3.2.2. 	Have to pay to leave 
3.2.3. 	Too many personalized license plates 
3.3. 	. 	South Dakota 
3.4. 
3.5. 
4. Songs 
4.1. 
4.2. 
4.3. 
4.4. 
4.5. 
4.6. 
4.7. 
4.8. 
4.9. 
5. Foods and Drink 
5.1. 	Black olives 
5.2. Stewed tomatoes 
5.3. 	The green sauce at Taco Johns 
5.4. Split pea soup 
5.5. 	Vodka Drinks 
5.5.1. 	Martinis 
5.5.2. 	Gimlits 
5.6. 
	5.5.3. 	Bloody Marys 
Dr. Pepper 
5.7. 	Hot dogs without mustard 
5.8. Surge 
5.9. 	Southern Comfort 
5.10. Egg plant parmesean 
6. TV Shows 
6.1. 	"Designing Women" 
6.2. "Clarissa explains it all" 
6.3. 	"Hunter" 
6.4. "My-so-called-life" 
6.5. 	"Life Goes On" 
6.6. "Fame" 
6.7. 	"Hardcastle & McCormick" 
7. Movies 
7.1. 	"Clueless" 
7.2. "Porky's II" 
7.3. 	"The Little Mermaid" 
7.4. "The River's Edge" 
7.5. 	"My Girl" 
7.6. "Ladybugs" 
7.7. 	"The Stoned Age" 
7.8. "Dusk Till Dawn" 
8. Publications 
8.1. 	Word on the Street 
8.2. Cyber-Indee 
8.3. 	Pioneer Press 
8.4. The La Crosse Phonebook 
2.2. 
2.3. 
2.4. 
2.5. 
2.6. 
2.7. 
Fitzgeralds 
Baldwin Lounge 
"Cecilia" 
"Me and Bobby McGee" 
"YMCA" 
"Laughing, Laughing fall apart" 
"No Diggety" 
Lack of polka 
"Falling in love is hard on the knees" 
"Come on Eileen" 
That peaches song 
CLASSIFIEDS 
111•=O--- IMMUNDS A 
-1/1112•712i IDEir ft/MAL -_'.  
Having trouble with 
school, relationships, 
family or other issues? 
Confidential 
counseling, call Linda: 
SEIZED CARS from 
$175. Porsches, 
Cadillacs, Chevys, 
BMW's Corvettes. Also 
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your 
Area. Toll Free 1-800-
218-9000 Ext. A8731 
for current listings. 
✓ For Rent 
✓ Help Wanted 
✓ Rides Home 
✓ For Sale 
Submit your classified 
at the Winonan, 
located in the lower 
hyphen! 
HELP WANTED 
Men/Women earn 
$480 weekly assem-
bling circuit 
boards/electronic 
components at 
home. Experience 
unnecessary, will 
train. Immediate 
openings your local 
area. 
$1000's POSSIBLE 
READING BOOKS. 
Part Time. At Home. 
Toll Free (1) 800-
218-9000 
Ext. R-8731 for 
Listings. 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
You don't have to end up 
behind a desk or cash register 
this summer. Live, play & work 
in the great outdoors at a girls' 
summer resident camp. Put 
your education to work--you 
can make a difference in a 
child's life. Girl Scout Council 
of Greater Minneapolis has 
these positions avail: Business 
& Program Directors, Health 
Supervisors, Counselors, 
Lifeguards, Art and Nature 
Specialists, Challenge Course 
Staff, Riding Staff, Trip 
Director, Animal Farm 
Specialist. Salary, room & 
board, health insurance. June 
15-August 23. Write/call for a 
application packet: Human 
Resources, Girl Scout Council 
of Greater Mpls, 5601 
Brooklyn Blvd., Minneapolis, 
MN 55429. (612) 535-4602. 
Ext. 297. Or e-mail:plind-
gren@girlscoutsmpls.org  
The Engineering Club will 
be selling drawing tickets 
to defray the cost of their 
Antec Trip. Tickets are 
only $1.00. Stop by the 
table in the lower hyphen, 
April.lst and 4th from 
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. for 
more information and to 
purchase tickets! The 
Engineering Club thanks 
you for your support. 
GOV'T FORECLOSED 
homes from pennies $1. 
Delinquent Tax, Repo's, 
REO's. Your Area. Toll 
Free (1) 800-218-9000 
Ext. H-8731 for current 
listings. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
CLASSIFIEDS? 
Call 1-520-680- 
454-3900 
AULII 
-- 111V--iimw-s Air Z. 
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